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This document contains the proceedings of the NASA Workshop on Computational
Structural Mechanics, held at NASA Langley Research Center, November 18-20, 1987.
The workshop was sponsored jointly by NASA Langley Research Center and NASA
Lewis Research Center.
The purpose of the workshop was to allow participants in Langley's and Lewis'
Computational Structural Mechanics (CSM) research programs to meet and to
share research objectives and accomplishments. The intent was to encourage a
cooperative Langley/Lewis CSM program in which Lewis concentrates on engine
structures applications, Langley concentrates on airframe and space structures
applications, and all participants share technology of mutual interest.
The workshop was organized into the following three sessions:
Concurrent Processing Methods and Applications
II Advanced Methods & Testbed/Simulator Development
III Computational Dynamics
Session I dealt with parallel processing methods and languages, new computer
hardware, and software architecture to exploit parallel computers.
Session II dealt with the Langley CSM Testbed, the Lewis Engine Structures
Computational Simulator, and Structural Analysis Technology involving finite
elements, boundary elements, and probabilistic approaches.
Session III dealt with advanced methods for structural dynamics.
The use of trade names or names of manufacturers in this publication does not
constitute an official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either
expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
W. Jefferson Stroud
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With the exception of a few adjustments made
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• General geometry including closed iooi_
Rigid or Flexible Beams
Applied Forces,Displacements,Velocities
Fortran Based Command Language
• Permits external user access to internal
• User written logic commands provide added
over program flow
Nonlinear Springs and Dampers
Control Forces
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(- 'CUT AND PASTE' ALGORITHMS
( MODEL STRUCTURE













( A 'CUT AND PASTE' ALGORITHM
Predictor phase:
an+ 1 -- dn -4-/_tVn -1- (1/2- fl)At2an
v_+l = vn + (1 -7)/_ta,_
• Equation solving phase:
( an+l -- 0
for s- 1, NS do
_S
5__+1 = -(M s +/3At2KS) -1Ksd_+l
an+l = an+l + M s an+l-s
an+l = M-lan+l
Corrector phase"
dn+l = On+l -]- flAt2an+l





















REDUCED SUBSTRUCTURES SHOWING THE
















( OVERVIEW OF GENERAL PROPERTIES
• Parameters:
n - Number of dof in structure.
s- Number of element groups.
p- Number of processors.
i - Number of interface dof.
• General properties:
i) Newmark's method is obtained for s - 1.
( ii) Unconditional stability for all s and 3' >_1/2, 9 ___7/2.
iii) Full concurrency on a p-processor machine
(p <_ n) except for O(i) operation (mass-
averaging).
iv) For given accuracy and n/s -_ ee,
SPEED - UP - { o(pv_),o(p_),
(2D)
(3D)
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1 nb 2 + 2nb (b - semi-bandwidth)• COST ,_, -_
• Square mesh, 12 elements:
GLOBAL 1 )2 2 2)(1 1
_(I+2 (Z+_) +2(1+ + )_





• Equation solving speed-up (n/s ---+oo)"
SPEED - UP(2D) =
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• Algorithmic phase errors, 1D case:
r
• Maximum celerity of computed waves
Cma== AL/At
AL ---- subdomaln size
• For accurate results, need to take









• Square mesh, s --m 2 subdomains:
AL - L/m _ O(1/v_)
At <_ AL/c- L/mc _ O(1/v_)
• Net speed-up (p - 1):
(
SPEED - UP(2D) _ O(s) x O(1/x/_) -- O(V/_)
• Cubic mesh, s = m 3 subdomains:
AL - L/m _ O(1/s 1/3)
At <_ AL/c L/mc _ O(1/s 1/3)
• Net speed-up (p - 1):








• Square membrane, simply supported, subjected
to uniform initial velocity.






A0 = initial area of triangle
A = deformed area.
( • Quadrilateral elements:
• Parameters: L- 2, T- 1, p- 1.
• Error measure:
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NSUB Secs. Speed-up Theory
1 1143 1 1
4 776 1.47 2
16 521 2.19 4
64 326 3.51 8
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